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All around Zwei the iron sleds fly 
With honor and glory for which they may die 
While their klaxons call to death from wargames on high 
To iron head warriors in a bunker's lie. 

In this sheltered eddy of a stream 
Children swim in their stylish ragged jeans 
In a calm, protected pool where they can dream 
Untroubled by what the current means. 

Thank you--Charlene Trethewey-Senior 
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The 1990s: 
Our Future 

By Chris Campbell 

A new decade is upon us and with it comes all of the 
predictions of doom and destruction, or peace and 
happiness, or just semi-normal mediocrity that tradi
tionally plague any year ending in a zero. 

At the beginning 
of the last decade, 
some of us were 
still struggling out 
of diapers. Oth
ers were suffering 
through their first 
year in school. 
Still others were 
eating paste in sec
ond grade. But 
now, at the start 
of this decade, all 
ofusarein junior 
high or high 
school. Some are 
already looking 
confidently to
ward the future 
while some are taking their first few steps upon that 
road. 

But what will this future be like? 

We were born in the 70s, raised in the 80s, and will 
mature in the 90s. We will spread about the earth, 
shaping and fulfilling our own destinies. We will shape 
the destiny of our planet. 

Th is planet has gone through a lot just in the past ten 
years. Environmental concerns will become para
mount, as we join together to stop the burning of the 
world's forests. More and more people will crowd our 
already crowded earth, with migrant peoples wander
ing for thousands of miles in search of a job, food, or 
even space to breathe. Democracy may continue to 
sprout in the rocky soil of Eastern Europe, whose 1989 
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revolutions captivated the world. It may be restored in 
Nicaragua and Panama. It could even come to China 
and Africa. We are the citizens of the greatest democ
racy in the world. We have an obligation to tend to its 
growth, to help it, to fight for it. 

Being largely the children of the American military 
environment, we will see the role of the military de
crease in this new world, with arms control, with the 
decrease of the Soviet threat, with European assertive-
ness. Some of us may not even get the opportunity to 
graduate here, if American troops are withdrawn from 
Europe. 

But there is no security in predicting the future? In 
1980, who could have predicted the liberation of East
ern Europe, the new openness of the Soviet Union, the 
charisma of Gorbachev? Who could have predicted 
People Power, which first freed the Philippines and 
soon spread around the globe? Who could have pre

dicted Irangate, 
Olliemania, Band 
Aid, or any of that? 
No one! 

In the past, we 
couldn't shape the 
future, because we 
simply were not 
ready for that re
sponsibility. Now, 
our time has come. 
The future will be 
ours to shape, ours 
to create. We will 
be the 90s genera
tion. 

As we depart from 
Z w e i b r u e c k e n  
High School, either 

in a few days or in several years, we will go forth into the 
larger world, to continue upon the path of life. Some 
of us will change the faceof history. Some of us will not. 
Some of us will succeed in our lives. Some of us will fail. 
But no matter what happens, whether it be universal 
peace and happiness, or doom and destruction, one 
thing will remain constant: all of us will be part of the 
human race. We are the future. 

We will  
spread 

about  the 
earth,  

shaping and 
fulf i l l ing our 

own 
dest inies.  

Chris Campbell is a Brain Bowl champion, 
National Merit finalist, Editor of this Year
book and one of the outstanding academic 
students at Zweibruecken High. We all wish 

him the best in his future. 

Crowded Halls 
Zweibruecken got 120 more new students than expected this 
year leading to some packed hallways and students without 
lockers. 

Locker mix-ups meant that every student had to stand in line 
to have their locker number verified by the main office. Lockers 
that were found to be unoccupied by these checks were given to 
students with stuffed backpacks. However, even after these 
checks, students remain lockerless. Montatip Morris explained, 
"I had to carry all my books around until I found a friend who let 
me share her locker-but I still don't have my own locker and I've 
been to the office many times. I see lockers without locks, but 
they haven't give one to me." Dr. Middleton attested to the 
locker problem, pointing to a pile of books that he was holding 
for students in his own office. 
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Search for Happiness 
Dreams, it seems, are distant things. 

They are real to those who fly on wings, 
but to those like us who live each day 

they are so very very far away. 

Don't we often think that life is like that? The things that we 
think would make us happy are so far out of reach; money, 
power, fame, Ferrari, super lover(s). Isn't happiness what we 
really want in our dreams? But we can't measure happiness. 

Somewhere along the way science and mathematics have lead 
us astray. We have come to quantitize everything. We have to 
count it, weigh it, measure it, so that we know that it is real. We 
do this so much that we start to think that if it isn't measurable 
it is not real. We even measure our happiness by our measurable 
possessions. Would a S150,000 dream car make you happy? Did 
I hear you say "oh yeah!"? Well now imagine that you are alone 
in the whole world with your car. Would you still be happy? No 
you would not. Then it seems that happiness resides somewhere 
in the people around you not in the dream car. 

You are a part of those around you. If you try (just a little at 
first - don't strain yourself) to treat those around you with love 
and respect you will find that it will come back to you with a lot 
more happiness than any measurable possession. 

I think that the things we measureare not real. Real things can't 
be measured Satisfaction, love pride, honor, are just a fewof the 
real things that I can't measure in my laboratory. 

Search for happiness and be careful not to let materialism 
distract you. 

-- Good Luck 
Michael J. Leno 

Chairman ZAHS Science Dept. 
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G. Larson 

Oh, look, this got better.... F in history! You even 
flunk something not happen yet! 

tesu y0jMRSSv, 

Listening In 

I need to find my algebra book. I haven't had it for the last 
three weeks. That's probably why I don't understand any
thing in that class. 

--Chris Hubbard 

Are you sure you had a note from your parents? 
-Sandra Hoge 

Remeber what I said, you will have a test every Wednesday and 
Friday in March. 

-Rick Kendall 

It's boring out here, man. We don't have anyone to bother. 
-Travis Creel 

Dirt, dirt, dirt, you're getting on my nerves. 
-Rich Baker 

This place needs traffic lights, stop signs and turn signals. 
-Almost anyone you talk to 

EATCALC AND DIEM 
-Michelle Padgett 

My Sony Walkman TOO? 
-Todd Tolson 

Tuh! 
-Reggie Grant 

You guys have been really slacking off about your work lately. 
-Margo Reeder 

Whoa, Nellie. 
-Willaim Richards 

But Mr. Kendall, you didn't tell us we had a test today. 
REALLY! 

-Kelly Sheilds 

It's going to be a good day today. 
-Konrad Zabecki 

You can't stomp on a rattlesnake with both feet in the bucket. 
-Michelle Padgett 

Bring yourself on down to the office. Now! 
-Dr. Middleton 

This place is run a cow pasture. 
-Mrs. Pfister 
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Seniors on Parade 

Sights, Sounds & Smells 
It's amazing how a person's memory 

can be jogged by a whiff of a familiar scent 
or by hearinga song or old phrase that you 
and your friends would trade. Some people 
can see the cover of an old 45-rpm disk 
and burst into tears. Middle-aged women 
get misty-eyed whenever they see old pic
tures of their children or husband and 
when trying on the mini-skirt they used to 
wear when they had eighteen-inch waists. 
Attending a school in Germany does not 

exclude one from the normal sentimental 
memories of stateside American high stu
dents. We just get more wurst here. The 
Sights, Smells and Sounds are pretty much 
the same in any school. The food is usu
ally difficult to recognize, the halls noisy 
and I'm sure any teenager would under
stand the dress code—none. Here, then, 
are a few of the favorite things that always 
seems to stick in the heads of our Zwei 
Hallway Survivors. 



The 
Sights 

Images dart post-too fast for a i 
glance to really take in. 

i mere 

Whackily clad pale things 
with puberty, personal politics and shorn 

heads on their minds, groan about the 
orange passages and their parents. 

All the b-boys with their lives, boxes 
and shoes point and guffaw. 

Blue and white are wrapped around the 
pretty girls and the long haired sillies are 
wrapped around their respective hunks. 

Some poor, unsuspecting ankle-biter 
in a life preserver vest gets stepped on by a 
crude larger person and the local Fashion 

Victim clique titters. 
(They have this thing against 

life preservers). 

All of them scurry away from posts 
in the hall, their station in life and 

blue blurs as a million locker doors 
slam. The last human remain to be seen 

is a foot pulled in a door, 
(only seven seconds late!) 

All the eyes are left with are rows of 
lockers and a chocolate floor and a man 

with a bow tie and a limp. 

-by Paula Allen 
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The 
Sounds 

ence, then-- SLAM! 

In thirty seconds a soundless space 
has been transformed into a hellish 

adolescent cacophony. 
Formerly quieted students have 

suddenly become active members of the 
League against Peace. 

"oh, dude what was the homework7" 
"meet me at my locker" 

"where's my five dollars?" 
"I can't stand that kid" 

"scuse me" 
"we're gonna be late" 
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Four tones sound and a gasp rises from 
the few remaining in the halls. 
The last of the goodbye greetings echoes 
along the halL 

SLAM!, 
then Silence 

-by Paula Allen 

Between all the chatter is 
Public Enemy and Anthrax pounding 
from: 
blasting headphones; 
the unlocking of locks; 
the dropping of books; 
a fight, complete with a cheering section 
and the sick curnch of fist against jaw; 
three girls trying to sing "Back to Life" 
and three guys trading "Dieeman" jokes 
that aren't funny. 
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The 
Smells 

s> it and inhale... 

The metallic smell of lockers 
cut through the clouds of Poison 

and sprays of Aqua Net 

Gutter odors float through the 
hallway from the bathroom 
assaulting the nostrils and, 

late in the day, body odors rise up 
to join the attack. 

Lead and paper waft past one's nose 
as if to entice one to take them in hand 

and use them (ha ha)l 

The cafeteria's fare is a reminder to mind 
what you eat. 

A gust of air blasts the classroom 
atmosphere as nine hundred bodies rush 

the doors for an escape from the 
Smell Factory. 

Little do they know, the stuff sticks... 

--by Paula Allen 

SPSS?!-
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TheWM 
By Anne Mulrine 

Keeping up with current events is never 
and easy job. In 1989-90, it was next to impos
sible. In fact, that world geography really did 
come in handy, because world happenings were 
all anyone was talking about. All of this change 
was related to the one thing our parents came 
to Deutschland to protect-the one thing that 
inspired people to unite and cast off oppressive 
governments-this "thing" is democracy. 

Democracy literally tore down walls this 
year. Nothing was impossible. In June the 
world worried about the fate of human rights 
when it watched student demonstrators 
gunned down in Tienamin Square, China. In 
February, the USSR's Politburo announced 
that it would allow free elections and some 
private property for its citizens-it was a year for 
miracles. Now, where to begin... 

The Berlin Wall is the most powerful 
symbol of the new era. For 27 years, it seper-
ated brothers and sisters from each other, and 
East Germans crossed it only at the risk of their 
lives. There is a part of the Wall painted with 
tombstones in memory of all of the people who 
were killed trying to reach the West. Countless 
DoDDS students have seen these tombstones 
and have felt the chills when they drove through 
Checkpoint Charlie and learned that it was 
illegal for East Germans to talk to their military 
parents in uniform. But on Veteran's Day 
weekend, 1989, we saw Germans~not East or 
West Germans, but fellow countrymen-danc
ing on the Wall and destroying it. The East 
German border guards, who never seemed to 
smile before, gave flowers to the people they 
were once ordered to shoot. Checkpoint Char
lie was no longer a one-way alley-it became a 
thoroughfare of people freely traveling in and 
out of the East. The amazing thing is that it all 
happened right in our own backyards. Where 
did it all begin? 

The first pull that began to lift the Iron 
Curtain started in Poland with a labor union 
called Solidarity. Once an outlawed organiza
tion, Solidarity managed to become legal in 
Poland, win enough popular support to cam
paign against the communist party, and win the 
national election for government power all in 
less than nine months. The world was stunned, 

and the Eastern European governments fol
lowed Poland's lead, with Gorbachev's calls for 
glastnost supporting their quests. 

Within the month, the governments of 
Hungary and then Czechoslovakia, opened to 
reforms. The people soon had freedom to 
travel, freedom to demonstrate, freedom to 
worship, freedom to uncensored press and 
speech, freedom to vote-all freedoms that they 
just didn't have for over 20 years. 

Unfortunately, not all of the transitions 
were peaceful. Romania's democratic break
through mirrored the French Revolution. The 
people deposed their dictator of ? years, Nicho
las Chowchescu? then tried him, secretely, for 
treason, and executed him and his wife on 
Christmas Day. It was a scary way to start a 

"free" nation, and Romania is currently the 
most unstable member of the new Eastern 
Bloc. 

East Germany's hardline government was 
one of the last to begin reform. But finally the 
government made one unbelievable an
nouncement after another as the East German 
citizens turned out in droves to demand free 
elections and new rulers. Communist officials 
progressively stepped down from power. Then 
came the biggest news story of 1989-East 
Germany was opening its borders. The wall 
would now be no more than a reminder of 
some big-time mistakes of a government that 
chose to ignore the will of its citizens. 

Today, the Germanys are discussing reu
nification. It's so close to becoming a reality 
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that it could easily happen before this yearbook 
is published. A year ago, talk of reunification 
would have been crazy to a West German and 
dangerously illegal for an East German. Truly 
incredible developments and words hardly do it 
justice. 

In other parts of the world as well, the 
impossible was made possible. South Africa 
began to reform in a way that years of interna
tional sanctions and condemnations never 
could cause. It began to change internally. The 
African National Congress was legalized, and 
after 27 years in prison for simply preaching 
equality for every person, Nelson Mandela, the 
71-year-old symbol of the South African 
struggle against Aparteid, was freed. I le was in 
jail only one year short of the length of time that 

the Berlin Wall had been in place. 
For all skeptics wondering what's left to 

destroy our earth now that the threat of nuclear 
war is remote, well we still have drugs, diseases, 
and environmental decay. We invaded Pan
ama with operation "Just Cause," in a sucessful 
plan to wrench the dictator General Manual 
Noreiga from power. This invasion was the first 
time women were placed in the direct line of 
fire, as they piloted aircrafts and a woman com
manded the invasion. Noreiga was seized and 
extradited to the USA to be tried for drug 
charges. The drug cartels of Colombia are now 
as infamous as the mafia of the prohibition 
days. We have reached the time of the most 
crucial battles in the war against drugs. 

This year will occupy a good 50 pages in 

our children's history books. And we'll tell 
them how these changes affected our parents. 
A changing Europe means a changing role for 
US troops in Europe. Zweibruecken was the 
very first installation in Germany to be targeted 
for shut-down. It never would have been 
named were it not for these monumentous 
changes taking place in the world. Now more 
than ever before, we can see that those current 
events really do affect us. Hopefully, we chose 
not to think of Zwei's closing as a messge that 
we are living on the most despensible base in 
Germany, but rather that we are on the front 
lines of a changing world. 

I saw a banner on the Berlin Wall last 
summer and I copied it because I thought it was 
neat, not practical. It read, Today, that 
banner is more possible than ever because of 
what has happened this year. It's now quite 
uncertain whether our school will be closed 
along with Zweibruecken Air Base. Kind of 
makes one wonder how many more yearbooks 
at Zwei, or in all of DoDDS, are left to be 
published. 
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Autos 
Getting a driver's license and using it 

is a teenage rite of passage in the states. In 
Deutschland, however, a good number of 
students must settle for scenes of typical 
teenagers cruising on a TV screen. 

While most U.S. high schools offer 
driver's ed classes, DoDDS students in 
Germany rarely have such an opportu
nity. Hopeful teenage driver-candidates 
often bring a license from the states, study 
the USAREUR regulations, and wait until 
they are 17 to pass the test. 

A USAREUR license in a teenager's 
possession is the result of a hard-won 
battle-usually by seniors. Being a high 
school senior only comes from years of 
learning, socially as well as academically. 
Why not reward hard-working seniors the 
privilege of using their hard-won licenses 
to drive to school? 

Parking is the number one reason the 
administration gives for the privilege 
obstacle. Yet the parkplatz in front of the 
air base is empty most of the time. Seniors 
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would not hamper buses if the parking 
spaces were designated, andduring emer
gency Air Base maneuvers students would 
surely agree not to drive to school for a 
day. 

Because not all seniors have licenses, 
let alone cars, there need not be worry of 
increased rush-hour traffic. Driving sen
iors will give their pedestrian friends rides-
-there will not be just one passenger to a 
car. 

To be active and contributing mem
bers of ZAHS, students join clubs and 
sports for which they must stay after school. 
But the activity buses are overcrowded. 
Senior motorists would reduce the strain 
on these buses and allow students living in 
the more isolated areas of the community 
to get home at more reasonable hours. 

Allowing seniors to drive to school 
would not only be a reasonable senior 
privilege, it would solve some of the sub
stantial transportation problems at ZAHS. 
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Trips 
Seniors do it best! The class of '90 

proved the old adage true once again, 
invading the international metropolis of 
Frankfurt for their annual "Senior Edu
cational Experience." 

The day began with a trip to the Frank
furt Zoo-an experience that produced a 
variety of interesting reflections. Mike 
Wise found that he hadn't left any of his 
relatives behind. "The monkeys has a n 
eerie resemblance to my sister-they never 
stopped jumping around." On the other 
hand, John Woods was disappointed that, 
"there weren't any elephants!" And Megan 
Meyer affectionately thought of Nuke every 
time she saw a baboon. The rest of the day 
was spent downtown on Frankfurt's ex
tensive Fussganger. Seniors explored the 
numerous stores searching for prom 
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dresses, music and anything else that caught 
their fancy. Window shopping was a 
popular form of entertainment for many-
April Wimberly thought "... it was fun 
just to look around at all the 'cool' things 
to buy." 

Other activities the Seniors partici
pated in were exploring the Rhein Mein 
Air Base, visiting other Seniors from 
Frankfurt (including our own Rosa Gun-
ther), and relaxing in the warm spring sun 
with good friends. 

Ana Lisa Melton and Toryah Cameron 
won the Girl Scout award for the day. 
"(We) helped a guy who lost his ticket to 
Paris call home... and then got lost on the 
U-bahn on the way back to the zoo." 
Toryah and Ana Lisa did make it back in 
time for the bus. 

The trip was certainly a successful 
one. A bonding experience for everyone. 
Rich Baker comments, "I enjoyed the fact 
that it brought the whole senior class to
gether." Lisa Knight, senior class presi
dent, sums it all up. "The trip to Frankfurt 
gave (us) an opportunity to spend time 
with seniors that we don't normally get 
the chance to have fun with..." 

I think everyone enjoyed what was 
simply a relaxing, laid-back day in the 
sun." 
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Study 
Going to classes is bad enough. There 

are lots better things to do then spend six 
hours a day with science, English and -
yuk- math. But teachers actually expect 
that you will continue the pain outside the 
classroom. They sometimes even expect 
you to like it! It sure gets to be a brain 
drain. I wish they only gave homework in 
PE. 
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Awards 

The Zweibruecken American High School Scholarship 
Association is pleased to announce the 1990 scholarship win
ners. On June 6, twenty-seven seniors were awarded a total of 
$20,100 in scholarships. Applications were ranked on grade 
point average, student activities and an essay each student was 
asked to write. 

The twenty-seven recipients were: Chris Campbell-$1800; 
Toryah Cameron, Tamika Barnes and Anna Mulrine-$1,250 
each; Dan Bartram, Theresia Jones, Bette Yip, and David 
Zuckerman -$1,000 each; Lisa Knight and Denise Ridpath— 
$800each; John Bennett, Jennefer Biggs, Chris Brimhall, Katie 
Burke, Katherine Eaton, Michelle Foster, Todd Funkhouser, 
Katherine Lewis, Megan Meyer, Andy Nuce, Son Chu Pohina, 
Heather Roberts, April Wimberly and John Woods-$550each; 
Nicole Bennyhoff, Michelle Padgett and Angela Wikenheiser— 
$500 each. 

We wish to congratulate each one of these students for their 
hard work and many accomplishments. 
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The annual activities of Homecom
ing will once again invade the halls, 
liven-up the caferteria activities, and 

renew class spirits as the Oct. 16-21 
Homecoming week approaches, 

Student Council is organizing 
a field day for the half-day on 
Friday, Oct. 20 that will in
clude water balloon fights, 
tug of wars, cowchip tosses, 
soccer, and football games 
that will help classes win 
points towards the spirit 
contest. 

Class skits will begin 
at 7p.m. on Friday, Oct. 20, 

followed by a bonfire with a 
marshmellow roast and pep rally 

at 8:30. 
Dress-up days are organized to 

win class points and kindle school spir
its in preparation for Sat., Oct. 21 game 
against Nuernberg. The themes are: 

Monday Profcssion/Wanna-be 
day 

Tuesday Punk/Hair-do day 
Wednesday Class color day 
Thursday Thrift-shop/K-mart/ 

Nerd day 
Friday Blue and white day 

Lunch-time activities in the 
caferteria during Homecoming week 
will be another opportunity for the classes 
to compete in serious competitions, 
which are listed below. 

Monday 

Contest 
Tuesday 

Eating Contest 
Apple Bobbing 

Wednesday Hot Dog on a String 
Lip Sync Contest 

Thursday 50's Dance 
Ice Cream Contest 

These activities will each be as
signed points, and the winning points 
will be tallied to find the class with the 
most school spirit. 

Pie Slurp Contest 
Peanut Butter Eating 

Cookie/Cake Dough 
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Dissertation 
upon the art 
of Doodling 

by Chris Campbell, 
Toryah Cameron and Bette 

YiP 

At a small Fransican monastery in 
the field of Champagne, near the village 
of Vieille-sur-Mer, the now legendary art 
of doodling was accidentally discovered. 
The monks in this monastery had been 
charged by the Cardinal Archbishop of 
Paris with the translation of the books of 
Genesis, Exodus and 2 Corinthians from 
Greek into Latin. (Why 2 Corinthians 
was thrown in with the first two was never 
established, but it was p robably due to 
clerical error.) The monks had diligently 
made their way throught the Creation, 
but then got bogged down in the geneaol-
ogy (or the "begats," as they are now 
called.) Being monks, most of the scriv
eners simply chanted for twenty-four hours, 
or until the urge to chant came upon them 
again. However, there was one monk 
named Etienne who was considered a rebel. 
He was a rubricator, and being remarka
bly devoted to his work, refused to drop 
his pen and chant. 

Now finding himself left alone, 
he sat staring at a blank parchment. Then, 
for no reason at all, he began to scribble. 
When he had finished decorating his page, 
he siezed a partially finished page and 
went to work on it. He had just drawn a 
mustache on St. Theresa when his fellows 
walked through the door. "Brothers, I 
have made a discovery!" He showed 
them a page, and another. Being monks, 
they all reached for their pens, and doodled 
their way through Genesis. 

The Cardinal was pleased. But 
these monks soon realized that their 
doodling could have other uses. Some 
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went forth from the abbey to become 
professional doodlers. Several monks even 
reached the far country of Holland, when 
they met a youth by the name of Van Rijn. 
He learned eagerly of this new art, and it 
became a family custom. 

Over the centuries, doodling has 
become a true art. For some inexplicable 
reason, people have an instinctive need to 
express their thoughts through art; how
ever, not everyone can be a Rembrandt. 
For such people, doodling provides an 

outlet (however feeble) for artistic crea
tivity. 

Doodling serves many purposes. 
It helps you to pass time when you're 
bored or enduring a particularly long and 
dull lecture. Doodling can also occupy 
the hands while exercising the ears and 
mouth during telephone (or other kinds 
of) conversations. And perhaps most 
importantly, it helps you survive that 
horrible beast—study hall (as well as bor
ing, do-nothing classes that might as well 
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be study halls.) 
A bonafide doodling experience 

happens at least a hundred times in every
one's lifetime. Someone is speaking about 
something that they truly feel is impor
tant (like Rembrand.) You disagree about 
the significance of the topic, and you tune 
them out. When that happens to me, it is 
to doodling that I escape. Just the other 
day, a certain teacher whom I shall not 
name, was le cturing the class u pon the 
value of indefinite integration when the 

pen I had been twirling through my fin
gers suddenly streaked across my note 
page. I stared at this accidental mark for 
a while, and and irresistable urge to doodle 
crept over me. 

Some people may crave choco-
lates-I crave doodling. I lifted my pen 
from my desk and carefully set the tip on 
my paper. The doodling had begun. Do 
you remember when you didn't know how 
to write in cursive so you made connect
ing loops on the page? That is how my 

doodlind begins. I circle my accidental 
streak and shade i t. I add background 
scenery, like houses and trees but (no 
nuclear power plants.) My mind is filled 
with possibilities. I glance up from my 
reverie and notice in front of me is yet 
another doodler. I feel an immediate con
nection. Doodle-bonding. Doodling, I 
have found, relieves stress and tension by 
allowing my mind to relax and flow (and 
get through Calculus.) If doodling can 
work such wonders, I suggest that every
one arm himself with a doodle-pen and 
some kind of writng surface. 

If you've never doodled before-
have no fear! Doodling is simple. First 
grab some sort of writing utensil. A pen, 
pencil or bloody dagger ought to do. 
Second, find something to write on. (Don't 
be picky; you're not imitating Rembrandt 
here.) Finally, let you're imagination run 
wild! 

I recall that a study was once 
made by the Kinsey Institute about the 
value of art history. 1 am unsure what 
conclusion was reached, but I am abso
lutely certain that doodling was vindi
cated. Etienne would have been proud. 

The Doodler 
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The News 

TROJAN TIMES 

Talent lives in the Times 
By Mrs. Gus - TTimes adviser 

When twenty or so t alented, caring 
people get together in one room, magic 
happens. Or a newspaper gets published. 
The Trojan Times came to all of you 
fourteen times in 1989-90 because people 
stayed at school for hours on end putting 
the finishing touches on layout and copy, 
because people argued and made up (the 
paper had to get out), because nobody 
was satisfied with less than their best ef
fort. 
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Winners at the DoDDs Germany Journalism Conference and managing editors of the Trojan Times: Bette Yip, Lisa Knight, 
Anna Mulrine and Toryah Cameron 
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Drama 

The Thespians 
Many an odd character has graced the 

halls of Zweibruecken and found their 
way to Mr. Nukula's drama class. Little 
did they know that they would not be out 
done. Wild antics abound behind the 
decorated doors of Nuke's room. Tis all 
in fun and the results entertain in ways 
that will not be forgotten. One event that 
comes to mind is a rewrite of The Wizard 
of Oz in memory of the 20th anniversery 
of the movie. This play, completely scripted 
by Mr. Nuke, was a delight to the packed 
audiences who clapped and whisled at the 
adolescent antics. 
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Tamika Barnes 
Danny K. Bartram, Jr. 
Nicole Bennyhoff 
Jennifer Biggs 
Katherine Burke 
Toryah Cameron 
Christopher 

Campbell 
Theresia Jones 
Lisa Knight 
Catherine Lewis 
Anna Mulrine 
Michael O'Neill 
James Nuce 

Son Chu Pohina 
Chris Rabourn 
Denise Ridpath 
John Woods 
Bette Yip 
David Zuckerman 

National 
Honor 
Society 

The 1989-90 chapter of 
Zweibruecken's National Honor Soci
ety began the year under the leader
ship of David Zuckerman, president, 
Katie Burke, vice president, Toryah 
Cameron, secretary, and Tamika Bar
nes, treasurer. 

The first project of the year was a 
successful foray to a German school to 
present American Christmas tradi
tions. A skit was performed, cookies 
were decorated, songs were sung, and 
a Santa Claus played by David Lewal-
len arrived at the school. 

Throughout the second semes
ter, fundraisers were held to aid in 
donation of money to the community 
scholarship fund. 

Inductions for new members in 
conjunction with the NJHS induction 
ceremonies were held in April. 
Teacher Appreciation Day, when 
NHS members substitute for teachers, 
closed the year in May. 

FBLA 
The Future Business Leaders of America 

(FBLA) had a very successful year. Sponsored by 
Sandra Boles, FBLA gives students an introduction 
to what business really is. 

During the year, they raised money through 
Zwei Supply, the student store, which sells snack 
foods, school supplies, and other items. The store 
was remodeled in February and now has an ex
panded inventory and a cash register. 

FBLA also sold many types of grams and also 
held a jewelry sale. With the profits of the sales, 
students were able to attend the "state" FBLA con
ference held in Frankfurt. President Gwensavona 
Jackson and store manager Michael Jewett espe
cially helped make this year a success. 
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MUN 
The first rule of Model United Nations debate 

is never, ever stop talking or show confusion while 
you have the floor. Mun'ersspent a semester seeking 
peaceful solutions to global problems. This work 
ensured that they learned enough about world 
events so that they would rarely be confused, 
perfected speaking skills so that they could confuse 
opposing debators, and composed profound 
phrases to disguise those few times when they were 
baffled. More than anything else, though, MUN's 
goal was to let its participants not only hear or learn 
about, but FEEL other points of view. 

The year begins with lessons in the workings of 
the United Nations, and soon afterwards the stu
dents chose the two countries that they would like to 
represent in class. Virtually the rest of the semester 
is spent debating. MUN students learn how to 
defend their country, whether its policy is right or 
wrong. The passion with which some delegates de
fend their nation's point of view make for some lively 
arguements. So, MUN students learn rules for 
debate, or parliamentary procedures. Debators 
quickly adopt the key phrases for their discussions. 
MUN students learn to yell "Point of information!" 
when they want to ask a question and "Point of 

personal privilege!" when they have been insulted. 
By the end of the semester, some students had gotten 
so used to parliamentary procedures that they found 
themselves yelling "Point of order!" in other classes 
when they needed to go to the bathroom. 

Living in Germany at the time major demo
cratic reforms were sweeping Eastern Europe made 
it seem like anything was possible, and those "weird" 
ideas that MUN students had for bringing peace to 
the world didn't seem so "weird" anymore. "I listen 
to German news more than US news," said MUN co-
ambassador Chris Brimhall, "and reading their 
newspapers every day let me see the European point 
of view. It brought me closer to world events and 
made a big difference in MUN, too." 

The high point of the MUN experience was the 
January trip to The Hague. Zweibruecken hosted 
several schools from Germany in a practice session 
in November, just to prepare for The Hague. 
"ZMUN was a big sucess," said MUN president 
David Zuckerman, "everyone had a good time." 
Two months later, over 2000 MUN students from 
around the world gathered for a week at The Hague, 
Netherlands to share ideas and play the roles of 
countries and important world organizations. "Get

ting together with different people from different 
backgrounds, and hearing completely different 
points of view was the opportunity of a lifetime-not 
to mention the awesome looking guys," said Katrina 
Tomlinson of her Hague International Model 
United Nations experience. 

"I learned how to think quickly on my feet," 
said Toryah Cameron. Michelle Padgett had the 
year's most original, and most quoted, response to a 
hostile question. Without pausing for more than a 
half a second, she answered, "You can't stomp a 
rattlesnake with both feet in the bucket." It doesn't 
matter what the question was. 

Second year MUN'er Don Christie said most 
of all he learned, "How to be relaxed in front of 
people. As an ambassador, I learned that being a 
leader is pretty cool. I basically delegated author-
ity--I plan on getting into politics." Julie Breaultwas 
one of only two sophomores in the class, and she 
plans on taking MUN through her senior year, if the 
class remains available. She explained, "It's worth it 
to take MUN for a second, or third year, because 
problems are constantly changing. There are always 
different ways of looking at world events. In MUN, 
there's always something new to learn." 

Student 
Council 
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The TAG program this year was rejuvenated 
with the coming of Alice Owen, the new TAG coor
dinator. 

Mrs. Owen took six students to Frankfurt for a 
Science Symposium. 

Nacino and Nathan Allen, both 10th graders, 
also went to the March 8-10 European Junior Sci
ence and Humanities Symposium. 

In October, the senior Brain Bowl team was 
chosen for the Nov. 17-18 Wiesbaden competition. 
Chosen were: senior Chris Campbell, captain, 
Kevin Johnson, 11, Julie Breault, 10, and freshman 
Tim Elmer. Junior Lee Davis was the alternate. For 
the third year in a row, Zwei became European 
Champions. 
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ROTC 
Throughout the 1989-90 school year, 

Zweibruecken AFJROTC unit kept them
selves busy. 

The unit participated in community 
activities, including various Zweibruecken, 
Pirmasens, and Kreuzbergbazaares. They 
also attended memorial services in France 
for Veterans' Day and Memorial Day. 
The color guard presented the colors for 
home football and basketball games, while 
the honor guard performed for visitors 
and VIPs. The military ball provided 
social time to cadets as well as a forum for 
the change of command. 

In April, cadets ventured to England 
to perform in the drill team competition, 
competing against drill teams from other 
DoDDS schools. 

Toward the end of the year, the unit 
held a field day, with a picnic and an 
awards banquet to honor cadets for their 
achievement throughout 1989-90. 
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Comeback Kings 
In the year 1989, our football team 

had high spirits, great comradery, excel
lent player-coach relations and big hopes. 
The Zweibruecken Trojans football year 
was o ne of inspirating wins and heart
breaking losses. 

A typical 1989 football game almost 
always started with the Trojans behind in 
the first half of play. However, the team 
concluded most with miraculous come
backs. Although our boys did not always 
win, they made the games breathtakingly 
close. 

The Trojans had a new coach this 
season who, despite his work load as a 
teacher, seemed to spend 24 hours a day 
thinking of the Zwei football team. Coach 

Green's poweful voice at halftime, love of 
the game and deep concern for every player 
inspired all to give the best they had. 

Zwei's record of the season was three 
wins and four losses, far better than past 
seasons at Zweibruecken. 
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Junior 
Varsity 
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Tennis 
The fall tennis season of 1989 was an 

unforgettable one. By tallying its wins and 
losses, this season proved that a young 
team with a little experience could go far. 
As Beth Campisi put it, "It was an experi
ence that I'll never forget." 

Sunny and warm practice days usu
ally culminated in overcast and rainy game 
days-"Blame It On the Rain" could have 
been the unofficial team song. But de
spite the weather, number one seeds Chris 
Rabourn, senior, and sophomore Monta-
tip Morris led the teams with morale and 
spirit and arose victorious. 

Team members recognized for their 
outstanding examples of play were the 
girls' doubles team of seniors Anna Mu-
lrine and Toryah Cameron, and the boys' 
doubles team of Roger Johnston and 
Chris Bower who represented ZAHS at 
the Central European Tennis Finals. 

There were also many members who, 
although they could not attend finals, made 
their presence on the court known. Junior 
David "Hammer" Lewallen was almost 
undefeated and created inspiration dur
ing his spellbinding matches, while the 
enthusiastic leaps of senior Mike Foisset 
will not be soon forgotten. 

Senior Beth Campisi was a fearsome 
opponent on the court, a vast contrast to 
junior Brandon Zahl and senior Heather 
Roberts who personified courtesy and 
friendliness. 

Yet we can't forget the other mem
bers who will lead the new tennis season: 
juniors-Brandon Zahl, Brendan Logue, 
Lee Davis, Colin Brainard; sophomores-
-Ray Nacino, Michelle Foisset; freshmen-
-Matt Mulrine and Kenna Lisenby. 

Overall, the season was memorable. 
"It was a fun, educational experience, we 
got to meet lots of different people," said 
senior Krissy Davis. Sophomore Monta-
tip Morris concluded, "I loved it!" 

*>A 
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Golf 
The Zweibruecken golf team entered 

its second year with many more players 
than the year before. From being a one-
person sport in 1988, the five Trojan golf
ers leaped to a second-place conference 
finish in 1989. 

The Trojan golf team, coached by Bill 
Jowett, included Chris Campbell, Mario 
Copeland, Pete Konowicz, Dale Krizinski, 
and Ben Roberts. Zwei was the only golf 
team (that placed) in DoDDS without its 
own golf course. The team had to travel to 
Ramstein to practice and, despite the 
constant travel involved, beat out all AA 
competition except Nuernberg. 

Many other difficulties plagued the 
team. Two days before the opening meet 
at Hahn, there was no certainty that there 
would even be a team. There was no coach. 
There was no transportation. There were
n't enough players for the games, but in 
one hectic day the Coach Col. Jowett came 
on the scene and the players managed to 
get practice time. The transportation, alas, 
remained problematic until the end. 

During the season, both Cambell and 
Konowicz distinguished themselves. 
Konowicz finished third and fifth twice in 
local tournaments, and Campbell took 
away a third and forth. On the basis of 
these performances, both players quali
fied for the DoDDS-European Champi
onships held in Ramstein. At the season-
ending championships, Konowicz came 
away with third place overall. Campbell 
finished approximately fifteenth. 

The golf team will definitely have a 
future here a Zwei High. 
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Volleyball 
Three hits, three hits, bump--set--spike! That's what you'd 

hear all throughout the ladies' volleyball season. This year's 
team mixed of a few returning players and many new girls. Not 
only did Zweibruecken have many new players, there were also 
new coaches. Varsity coach Michael Melton and junior varsity 
coach Thomas Sterbenk made their debuts. 

The season did not exactly as planned. The girls were all 
excited and wanted to perform to the best of their ability. The 
techniques were learnt, but what was the problem? Senior Erin 
Zauner (varsity co-captain) commented, "We just could not 
work as a team on the floor. Whenever games came around, it 
was like we were all enemies instead of working as a team." 

Hard work paid off for some team members in the end. Tusi 
Paogofie was chosen to the All-Conference Team, while Joy 
Mariano and Christina Melton received All-Conference Hon
orable Mention. 
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Soccer 
1990 Soccer Season 

From the beginning of the soccer 
season, even before tryouts were held, the 
boys and girls varsity players were encour
aged not to think of themselves as a part 
of a team, but a part of a program. Ac
cordingly, throughout the season, the two 
teams were supportive of one another, 
holding some practices together and even 
exchanging "spirit bags" and roses. 

This program unity paid off, as the £ 
boys team clenched second place in the 
conference and tournaments. The girls 
varsity players got off to a slower start, 
winning their first non-conference game 
against Berlin but unable to capture any 
conference victories. The girls' team, in 
one of the great underdog traditions, had •. —• -> v - ~ .- ' 
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an excellent day at tournaments. Two of 
their three games ended in shoot-outs, 
both of which ZAHS won through Jen
nifer Tarpley's inspirational goal-keep
ing. The varsity girls placed third and 
qualified for the big schools tournament 
at Patch. 

At the Big Schools tournaments, the 
boys' varsity team was eliminated in an 
intense overtime game against Weisbaden. 
The warriors went on to take first place in 
the tournaments. Some of the Zwei team 
members attributed their loss to the in
jury of their starting goalie, Brendon Logue. 
Logue dislocated his shoulder while warm
ing up just before the game. The girls' 
varsity lost in tournament to second-place 
Weisbaden. 

"We did real well with the talent that 
we had," explained team captain John 
Woods,"we played as a team. Lastyearwe 
had a lot of individual talent, but this year 
we had team spirit-we were just closer as 
a team." 

The Zweibruecken soccer program 
will miss their assistant coach for the past 
years, LTC Pierce Tolson, who will be 
moving to Virginia this summer. 

All-conference awards went to Joel 
Hall, Megan Meyer, Mike O'Neil, and 
John Woods. Becky Doris, Patience 
Johnson, Bill Sunderland, Todd Tolson 
and Kristy Ware received honorable 
mentions. All-tournament honors went 
to Lauren Funkhauser, Megan Meyer, 
Rob Pryor, goalie Jenni Tarpley, Bill 
Sunderland, and John Woods. 

* mili 
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Track 
The 1990 track season ended in out

standing wins for both the girls and the 
boys varsity track teams. 

Both teams captured the title of AA 
champions during the AA conference. In 
the Big Schools Tournament, the 
Zweibruecken girls' team placed third, 
and the boys came in fifth place. 

Individual honors were earned by 
several team members. A track honor roll 
composed of the three best records of 
tracksters for the 1990 season placed Mike 
Dortch as one of the best in the discus 
event, Anna Ticktin as on e of the top 
three in the 1500 and in the 800, and 
Charmell Green in the top three of the 
800 event. 

This season also marked the destruc
tion of several individual school-held 
records by Charmell Greene, Anna Tick-
tin, Algie Smith and Michael Dortch. The 
relay teams of Jones, Tiffany Stith, Nwaka 
Mullins and Tiffany Rand; McCaskill, 
Tiffany Rand, Melinda Thomas and 
Charmell Greene. 

% 
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Attention all skaters! 
Skating is now permitted at school 

during lunch. 
Principal Richard Penkava decided 

to allow skateboarding in the courtyard, 
and behind Mr. Clint Killin's classroom 
during lunch. In order to keep this privel-
ege, the skaters must abide by certain 
rules. Among these rules are - skaters 
must obtain written parental permission, 
they must take all necessary safety pre
cautions, and they must not be disruptive. 

Skaters are overjoyed by this privel-
ege. D an Green said, "It's cool dude. It's 
better than not being able to skate - skat-
ing's my life." So, everyone, look out 
'cause the skaters are coming through! 
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20th Birthday for Zwei 
Will there be more? 

By Chris Campbell 

turned the base over to the Americans. 
The only operating facilities (beyond 
the airstrip) were a post office, a mess 
hall and a coin-operated snack bar. 

The situation at the school wasn't 
much different. All of the materials 
were still in containers that had been 
shipped from the closed DoDDS high 
school in Libya. Classes were scattered 
all over the base, and facilities were 
rarely even minimal. As Scholten said, 
"I taught P.E., and the girls' locker 
room wasn't as big as th is room [room 
201], and the boys had to dress on the 
bleachers." 

Since then, quite a lo t has changed at 
Zwei High. Dr. Richard Penkava came 
in 1971. The gray building (containing 
the 100s and 200s) was built in 1983. 
The school gym became operational 
the same year. 

But Zweibrueckcn Air Base is said to 
be closing around 1993. How many 
more anniversaries will Zwei High 
have? We do not know for sure but we 
will be sorry to see her close. 

Alexanders Klrche - Zweibruecken 

lack and Jill sidled up against their 
lockers. 

Suddenly, Jill sharply jabs Jack in 
the ribs. 

"What?!" he exclaims. 
Jill whispers, "It's four." 
Jack retorts, "Four WHAT?!?" 
Jill breathes plaintively, "It's our 

four-week anniversary, that's what!" 

.Anniversaries are important to many 
people. Heaven help the husband who 
forgets his wedding anniversary. And 
humans young and old look forward to 
birthdays with glee. But why so much 
concern about an anniversary? 

Well , Zweibruecken American High 
School turns twenty years old this year. 
Since the school opened in 1970, the 
school has seen many different teachers 
and administrators. Only Fred Clarke, 
Cheri deHaas and Carolyn Scholten 
remain at Zwei twenty years later. 

Two decades a go, Zweibruecken Air 
Base was a far different place. The 
Canadian Air Force had only recently 
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The Faculty and Staff 

By Dan Nukula 

Anyone who knows me - I mean, 
really knows me - can tell you that my 
one outstanding quality is that I never 
ever a llow anything to bother me. I am 
one of those fortunate few who 
remains calm no matter what happens. 
Whether in the classroom, at a r ehear
sal or backstage during a performance, 
nothing ever bugs me. 

Well, okay - I admit I was a mite 
purturbed when John Woods locked 
Krissy Finch in the handcuffs today. 
And I was somewhat bugged when 
Michelle Padgett had to keep checking 
James Morris' pulse ten times a period 
by a pplying her lips to his neck to see 
if there was still a pulse. And - well, 
okay - I have to admit I was a little 
bugged when Scott Acher was tardy 
three weeks in a row and never had an 
excuse good enough that I could at 
least get a laugh out of it. And come to 
think of it, 1 was a bit bugged when 

Cory Gohlson complained that 1 made 
him write too much every day - on the 
first day of school. And maybe I was 
bugged when Scott and Brent Smith 
had yelling matches backstage with 
Jason Houze about which color tape to 
use to keep the light cords on the 
floor. And come to think of it, I got 
pretty gol derned bugged when Todd 
Tolson threw jelly beans all over the 
backstage area. And I was r eal bugged 
when Brendan Logue left half his 
wardrobe in my room for most of the 
year! And I suppose I get mighty 
bugged when every single knucklehead 
in this school thinks my classroom is a 
locker just waiting to be stuffed solid 
with pillows and bookbags and abso
lute junk. 

Okay, okay, okay - I guess there are a 
few things that bug me. But when I 

...continued on page 86 

Mr. Leno spies a fly 

Never Bugged? 
Well, sometimes... 



Administrators 

The Boss 

Dr. Richard Penkava - Tending to the difficuit tasks of a Principal 

The 
Vice-Bosses 

Dr. John Middle ton Ms. Margorie Lewalien 

Th here is a lot to be said in the way of 
thanks to the Administrators at Zwei-
bruecken High School. Too often they 
are seen as discipline devils. What they 
really are is the direction and spirit of 
the school. Dr. Penkava is usually seen 
at sporting events giving his support to 
the teams and Dr. Middleton walks 
those halls at Zwei and runs kids off to 
class not for some sadistic pleasure but 

for the students' own good. He rarely is 
thanked for that. Ms. Lewalien spends 
hours of weekend time just to do the 
piles of paperwork required to keep 
the busses and lights and everything 
running and she is never without a 
friendly smile. They do much much 
more. So, from every kid at Zwei... 

...thanks! 
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Staff 

Scheduling takes its toll on Ms. Rizzo 

Mr. Ed P. (for perfect) Dray 

Hard working and 
dedicated to Zwei 

Michael Kun Ms. S. Rizzo Fred Fox 
Michael Kolb Ms. S. Brown Charlie Kohm 
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The Faculty 

Practical Arts 

il iPlt 

M. Boles 
S. Boles 
B. Carter 

L. Heintzman 

M. Hllgeman 
M. Johnstone 

F. Jowett 
F. Lopez 
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The Faculty 

Social Studies 
and Aesthetics 

M. Carter C. Scholten 
J. Keener M. Sivesand 
J. Olvera K. Webster 
S. Pfister S. Bogdan 
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The Faculty 

Physical Education & P. P. S. 

C. Berdai IV. Chamberlain 

...continued from page 79 

calm down, I realize the one thing that 
really bugs me most: When the last 
student leaves on the last day of 
school, it'll be a whole summer before 
I can see those little buggers again. 

.No Flies on Usf 

C. Clarke 
F. Clarke 
A. Ford 

J. Greene 
J. Jarmon 
B. Michael 

B. Nilsson 
T. Nilsson 
A. Owen 

B. Robinson 
M. Shields 
M. Schwab 
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A Report from Space 
Captoim bpace,~iaJdby~uiockeA, a md (P iuiate, 

bpace,~dud'. 
St IA J kuAAday, th e, 1 ~0h o ji W ay, (by, Sooth 

J lime, tl xmclaricL). We, ha m jad la mded c iocum <yn 
plairei jym. Shoe, OF , u ull to y- to - m ake, comtad 
UMIK a my, im telliyeml h^ -jobim,. 

use, de p Inam Q UA s hip, ike, bp aa,~momyeo, 
QUA semsoaA pick, u p a ctuaty, jad ww (he, fulkide,. 
We, p aoceed. dimalky, u ie, le ach i ke, si le, u jkeae, u >e, o ne, 
yaeeted b y, a m aliem uiho jits, i ke, d eAcoiptiom a 

yeJloub~pluy,~space,~book. TJHIA aliem cOIIA hw iselj, 
CIVUA (Ewnhall. J(e, se e/mo to b e, en ded. Jbe, 
imdkaleA f ie, h as. jud uc eiaed a jim p ain, aj , e on p luyo 
jrjym, i ke, 'T ime, ( Pdlutiom (Sooth . (What S T KWAfi. 
poltutiom?) 

We, so om discooeA m kal noise, po llutiom leally, 
A, OA <HIA EAAA on e, jil ted m iih 120 dexjkels,. OUA, 
voices bjt a bone, th e, so arnd a md yuestiom I ke, ps esidmy, 
aliem. beam 3 <yy\,, ike, sp aae,~caAAot, d eirnomdiuiteA 
tke, ej jeCIA oj nam potluLom b y, am sawumy, al l am 
yuestioms, rnith JCllSC? . 

buddemly,, ik e, OJ A an ownd UA b ecornies th ick a md 

h f -
Ajte/i a lo my, da y, a j ahseAoatiom, m e, d ecide, ika i 
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Gordon Akiu II 
Nazaar Al-Obaidat 

Wendy Brewer 
Christina Brown 
Anthony Butler 
Janelle Cabrera 
Mistie Colder 

Timothy Anderson 
Neil Andrew 

Reginald Barnes 
Brain Barracato 
Wendolyn Barrett 

Kristina Barry 
Kelly Belcher 

Candice Arispe 
Jaun Arispe Jr. 
Sheri Ashford 
Bernard Austin 
Jonathan Baird 

John Betancourt 
Michael Bethel 
Hilary Bittner 
Angela Boone 
Ryan Bouillet 
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Michael Campbell 
Andrew Cannarozzo 

Brian Carson 
Dante' Carver 

Quentin Colston 

Amanda Connor 
Farrad Conover 

Brayn Cooley 
Amy Creel 

Tahesha Crump 

Nichole Cullars 
Stacey Davis 
Mikel Dillon 
Kenneth Dyal 

Deseana Edmonds 

Kimbcrly Fox 
Brandie Frazier 
Janine Frazaier 
Rebecca French 

Megan Fritz 

Kristi Ann Garcia 
Desiree Gas kin 
Carrie Gerace 

Daniel Goodnick 
Nathaniel Graf 

Jeffery Gray 
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Sara Grigsby Robert Hale 
Nicole Guertin Jacklynn Hayman 

Mayon Jones 
Raymond Kenneybrew 

Derik Kinser 
Jennifer Lanzetti 
Kelly Lechuga 

Christopher Heintzman 
Angie Higgins 
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Thomas Holguin 
Deke Huntley 

Jimmie Jacobs 
Julia Jerome 

Christopher Jewett 
Joseph Jones 

Allen Jones Jr. 
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Rosalie Neihart 
Amanda Nelsen 

Kevin Nelson 

Maleoh Paez 
Quazar Partington 

Ryan Peckham 

f .iieir 
Laura Melhaff 

Christopher Melton 
Daniel Mike 

Adria Leno 
Ann Livingston 

Donald Mackenzie III 
Brandi Marlin 
Michael Martel 

Susan Martin 
Jennifer Masterson 
Russel Mccallister 

Jeremiah Mcelligott 
Ronald Mcewen 

Loma Montalvo 
Mathew Morgan 

Shari Moses 
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Gretchen Pen field 
Michael Plummer 
Paquita Poindexier 

Afea I 
Tracy Rodacker 

Lee Rodon 
Michael Rodon 

Kristopher Schwalenberg 
Rodger Scott 

Carrie Shepard 
Samantha Shubert 
Aaron Singleton 

Michele Pounds 
Geoffery Pritchard 
Florida Ramsay 

Jennifer Randolph 
Ryan Ritchey 

Patricia Robison 

Francesco Rodriguez 
Paul Runte 

Tina Schreckenberger 
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Tonya Slesh Rachel Teeter Tara Thornton Jermaine Titus Jennifer Waldrop Jill Walker (Owens) 
Elizabeth Smith Nathan Thomas Melissa Tiemey Keane Trombley Toshawnka Walker Jennifer Wilbanks 
Ryan Stansbury 
James Stienen 
Kevin Stringer 
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Agustsdottir Stella J. Basla Beth K Benson Kimberly M. 
Barnes Lakysha L. Bass Julie J. Biggs Kimberl A. 

Barnes Walter Bennett Donna S. Brewington Kendra N. 

Briscolino Tracy A. 
Burson Arlene J. 

Bush Lori D. 
Campbell Michele 
Carlson Douglas J. 

Christopherson Tracy 
Clancy John M. 

Cobb Natonya B. 
Cole Cynthia A. 
Conte Daniel M. 

Carlton Leslie L 
Carmichael Christopher 

Chew Cantrelle B. 
Chew Troy D. 

Christie David L. 
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Curtiss Sherry 
Davis Lori N. 
Davis Roger E. 

Draeger Kelly Lynn 
Dugal Jessica L 

Elgesem Erin J. 
Embry Joy E. 

Finch Robert B. 
Flannigan Tamieka 

Foor Reagan M. 

Foote III William H. 
Fox Dawna L 

Franklin Jr. Todd V. 
Garcia Kathlyn G. 

Hays John D. 

Hill Marco K 
Huff Donald G. 

Johnston Charles D. 
Jones Alexandra C. 

Kahne Sarah K 
Knight Maurice A. 
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Kocijan Brett Cullen 
Lampkin Derrick O. 
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Murphy Robert K 
Norman Anthony L 

Owens Kelly 
Presley Jeffrey M. 

Prouty Matilda Sue 

Rakes Ronny J. 
Rau Angela 

Reynolds Bemadette C. 
Roberts Heath W. 
Roberts Wendy D. 

Leboeuf William Chris 
Love Kerri L. 

If 
Lowman Dawn A. 

Luckenbaugh Tamara 
Macias Elizabeth K 
Marquardi Danny L 
Martel Melanie M. 

McCallister K 
McClelland Kim 
Melton Randal 

Merc a do Alfonso J. 
Michael Lindsay E. 
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Robison Jermaine 
Robison Mina 

Rodacker Rachelle H. 
Rodriguez Claudia I. 

Rogers Cynthia L 

Romancik Melanie E. 
Rosa Anitra 

Ruiz Jamie Lynn 
Russel Patrick E. 
Shaw Kimberty L 

Shawler Joseph S. 
Smith Adrian L 
Smith Norris A. 

Swanson Natalie K 
Taylor Tawni Jo 

Terlaje Maranda L 
Terrell Thomas B. 

Thomas Jr. Ronald L 
Voeltz Chris 

Waylett Sarah C. 

Williams Steve Woolen Roshun L 
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Well, I finally learned 
how to type. Kind of needed to. 
They actually read what I write 
now and teachers get irritated 
when they can't figure out the 
strange markings on the page. 

Anyway, I have lots of 
work to do so I have to make 
this short. Hope 1 don't crash 
land. From now on, they start 
counting all those ugly grades I 
get. 

Live long and prosper... 

Dear Mom and you too Dad, 
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Alejandro Volanda 
Allen Gregory 
ArechigaAlis 

Asbill Taminata 
Baer William 
Bair Michael 

Baker Tonya 
Battisielli Carmela 
Beausoleil Michael 

Belcher Francie 
Bennett Andy 

Barrios Brenda 
Biggs Jill 

Brainard David 

Brimhall Brad 
Briscolino William 

Bunch Shonita 
Cabrera Oscar 

Carnathan James 

Carter Vodrick 
Castro Philomena 

Caton Julie 
Christopherson Jennifer 

Collins April 
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Colon Omayra 
Cox James 

Crowe Amberlee 
Dailey Heather 

Darnell Timothy 

Dauphin Chad 
Davis Mike 

Dawson Paul 
Diaz Jenny 

Dillon Thomas 

Dixon Andrea 
Dixon Kim 

Dixson Michael 
Donaldson Anthony 

Ellerbe Duane 

Elmer Tim 
Elwell Jason 
Epps Kevin 

Fisher Jeffrey 
Foisset Janice 

Funkhouser Lauren 
Gaines Michael 

Gannon John 
Goudreault Stephen 
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Guerra Johnie 
Guertin Daniel 
Harbison Amy 

Harbison Jenny 
Harris John 
Harvey Mary 

Hatzel William 
Hennsley Jenni 
Higley Jeremy 

Holifield Honie 
Howard Keana 
Hunt Stephen 

Jackson Unikia 
James Charles 

James Joey 
Jamison Richard 

Jaso Sylvia 
Jeremiah Jason 
Jewett Michael 

Johnson Latrell 
Johnson Micheal 
Johnson Travis 
Jones Melissa 

Jones Stephanie 
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Kwan Hae Suk 
Lavelle Kyle 

Leeper Heather 
Ledbetter Anthony 

Lentz Koren 

Lewis Matthew 
Lisenby Kenna 

Livingston Amber 
Long Samantha 

Loper Jason 

Lopez Patricia 
Ludi Kimberty 

Madera Robinson 
Marquez Monica 
Marsee Joshua M. 

Master son Janet L 
McCaskill Tersina C. 

McFarlain Eric P. 
McMains Rachel D. 

Meneses Tama V. 
Miller Guy 
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Millman Alexander 
Morris Cha Torsia L. 

Mosal Darren M. 
Mulrine Matthew 

Mulvihill Angela M. 
Musolf Sherry L 
Nantz Sharon L. 

Neukom Patrick A. 
Newcomb Patrick A. 

Odden Christopher W. 
Padgett Brandy A. 
Peckham Jason D. 

Pritchard Christopher 
Pryor III Robert 

Quashie Erma D. 
Raeth Jennifer A. 
Rankin Laureen 

Read John P. 
Rhoads Richard F. 

Rickert Heather 
Roberts Benjamin C. 

Robertson Kent 
Robertson Trasa L. 

Rowland II Lloyd B. 
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Russ Brandon 
Sanders III Lee E. 

Schulze Eric N. 
Schumacher Matthias 
Scott Clarissa Dawn 

Scott Dana C. 
Scotta Nancy 

Sevilla Darren J. 
Shelton D. Jeremy 

Shubert III Johnnie L. 
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Slaughter Linda M. 
Slocum Sarah M. 

Smar Lawrence M. 
Smith Michael P. 
Snuggs III Terry R 

! 11 
Stringer Angela R 

Stults Russel S. 
Sutton Kevin R 

Teeter Christine A. 
Terlaje Kevin J. 
Turner Marcella 

Solomon Otha Lee 
Soosemea Adelle 
Stith Tiffany L 
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Walt Michael R 
Walter Lucas A. 

White Jeffrey H. 
Williams III Glenn R 

Williams Latisa D. 

Wimberty Alicia L. 
Wise Robin A. 

Yoesting Brigitte M. 

Walton Donald K. 
Washington Jamica L. 

Weckerly Marcus I. 
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Kevin Albergottie 
Nathaniel Allen 
David Andrews 

Ernest Apple berry Jr. 
Susan Aumack 
Darrell Banning 

Marely Berrios 
Audrey Bigbee 
Susan Binns 

Elizabeth Boothe 
Victor Boone 

Gary Bottoms 
Tania Bouillet 
Lynnette Bower 
Laurie Braun 
Linda Brown 

Renee Bryant 
Rita Bryant 

Marsha Buck 
Kristin Bush 

Shanna Cameron 
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Robert Clark 
Anthony Cole 

Micheal Corsar 
Travis Creel 

Melody De Borja 

David Dortch 
Kevin Dyal 

William Eidsmore 
Ebony Ellerbe 
Julie Estano 

Andrea Feagin 
Loma Ferrer 

Micheal Foiles 
Michelle Foisset 

Sean Poor 

Adam Garrett 
Heather Gaskins 
Thomas Geer Jr. 

Todd Gerace 
Rvan Gholson 

Arthur Giles Jr. 
Paul Goings II 

Daniel Green 
Heather Greene 
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Shannon Harris 
Robert Hartman 

Jennifer Hasz 

Hugh Hawkins III 
Joseph Helferich 
LeVaniel Hicks 

Joseph Hoeksema 
Donald Howard 
Micheal Hudak 
Sharetta Hunt 
Tara Jackson 

Christopher Jones 
Jason Kahne 

Melinda Keener 
Shamus Kelly 
Max Knight 

Jose Guerrero III 
Lee Gustaferro 
Renute Hannah 

Mike James 
Amanda Jankowski 
William Johnston III 

Melissa Johnston 
Brian Jones 
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Jonathan Lawrence 
Michelle Leno 
Ganty Lewis 
Erica Locust 
Melisa Long 

A 
Terrell Long 

Michelle Mallett 
Christopher Marquardt 

Monique Martel 
Laura Matteoni 

John Mayhue Jr. 
James MayField 

Demeter Mcintosh 
Heather Means 

Narong Meekaew 

Misti Mehrhoff 
Christina Melton 

Anthony Merc ado 
Dana Mike 

Darika Kumtsombut 
Christina La Monte 

Laura Lankford 
Jennifer Laurenceau 

Shannon Lavelle 
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Kristine Miller 
Kai MillMan 

Erick Montgomery 

Sheshonne Musgrave 
Raymund Nacino 

Karissa Nelsen 

Shelby Newlon 
Carrie Nigolian 

Coleen O'Conner 
Allison Pagliarello 

Tusi Paogofie 

Rachael Peckham 
Jesse Pelham 

Samson Pohona 
Matthew Porter 

Adam Portugal-Voce 

Senetra Moore 
Montatip Morris 
Nbiteas Mullins 

Donna Quinn 
Gilbert Ranks 
Tiffany Rand 
Phyllis Rau 

Christopher Reams 
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Beatrice Reina 
Christoph Rich 

William Richards 
Loretta Robins 

Victor Ryan 

Jim Snarr 
Martina Snowden 

Micheal Sorell 
Stephaine Staley 

Eric Stamper 

Samantha Steele 
Steven Stringer 
Jenni Tarpley 

Jeanine Teichmann 
Jonathan Thomas 

Melinda Thomas 
Anne Ticktin 

Troy Toland 
David Trawick 

Sven Sandstrom 
Tonikita Seegars 

Danilo Serrano Jr. 
Robert Sheets Jr. 

Chris Shields 
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Erik Turkelson 
Angela Valladares 

Micheal Vasquez 
Ronald Vetrano 

Bobby Vickers 
Laura Volkers 

Darrol Walker III 
La Vada Walton 
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Mike Waters 
Christina Wikenheiser 

Rebecca Wiley 
Colin Young 

Kristie Zieman 
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Acker Scott C. 
A gee Keith Eric 

Andrew Amanda J. 
Arpin Sora L. 

Beatty Tanya L. 
Beausoleil Michelle D. 

Bell Rosalind T. 
Black Quincenia A. 

Boothe Kathy 
Brainard Colin J. 
Bridges Donnie E. 
Bryant Vanessa L. 

Cain Earl M. 

Carlton Edward C. 
Castro Daniella O. 

Catron Terri A. 
Connor Maureen A. 
Conrad James M. 
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Cox Brian 
Cramer Amy D. 

Cucalon Michelle 
Curtis Dan 

Davis Bobby A. 

Davis Lee L, 
Dixson Heiko 

Donaldson John D. 
Dorris Rebecca L 
Driggs Margaret A. 

Dunseith Philana A. 
Elesky Tamara C. 

Finch Jacqueline C. 
Fletcher Robert A. 

Foote Carol S. 

Gary Antonio R 
Greene Charmell B. 

Hancock Rebecca L. 
Harbison Paul 

Harris Littissia M. 
Hartman Christina A. 
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Haskin Hope M. HouzeJasonA. Jacob Kimberlee Johnson Kevin M. 
Hennsley Scott M. Hughes Eric A. Jaeng-Aroon Anne Jones Angela M. 

Holliday Cantrell J. Jackson Gwensavona L. James Jim E. Jordan Amber L 

Jorgenson Daphne L. 
Joseph Melissa F. 
Krizinski Dale A. 
Kuether Kathy N. 

LeBarron Russel D. 

Lester III William H. 
Lester Timothy L 
Lewallen David 

Lewis Cory 
Little Craig A. 
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Logue Brendan Maresco Michael E. Meneses Yamileth Del 
Loper Jr. Lawrence E. Mariano Josephine M. Meicalf E. Christie 

Lorinc Janette L. Marino Tracy M. 
Mahan Angela M. McCranie Thomas D. 
Mallett Michelle Mendoza Patrick J. 

Morris James H. 
Moye Orhan Y. 

Mullins Nwaka M. 
Nelson Bretta K. 

O 'connor III Donald D. 
Ortego Jennifer L 
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Owens Troy J. 
PakM. 

Pegues Carl T. 

Penfield Jennifer E. 
Phillips Patrick A. 
Praiher Pamela G. 

Pratt Robert D. 
Price Tangean 

Ricard Kevin A. 

Roberts Anita Carol 
Russell Christopher I. 
Sardisco Jennifer A. 

Schwallenberg Michelle 
Searles Nicole L 

Seeloff Roger P. 
Sheets Daniel J. 
Shields Kelley S. 
Shirley Sara Jean 

Smith Algie B. 

Smith Andrew 
Smith David L 
Smith Nathan S. 
Smythe Mark A. 

Snarr Leesa 
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Sunderland Wm. S. 
Swanson Tracy M. 

Urueta Ray A. 
Valencia Jeff T. 

Van Driest Nicole S. 

Walser Samuel D. 
Wesselman Susan D. 
Wheeler Wanda L. 

Williamson Shelly D. 
Winegrad Robert P. 

Wood William R Wright Samantha C. Zabecki Konrad Zahl Brandon 
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G R A D U A T E S  

f-dhotoyrapher A ^PJote- -

J) reaPize that dome day A can he difficuPt and 

not aPwayA happiPy remembered. ^Joo eaAiPy we find 

ourAePveA widhiny them away. iJddut t ime tA both friend and 

enemy. 3tUL our wounds becouAe we foryet, but it fmpA 

uA oPd. iJime cannot Atop. J) hope that theAe pictureA freeze 

a moment for you to fnd ayain on another day and 

ber youny faceA and briyhi Ami L.Dk LA iA a time of 

youny heartA. J)t JxouPd not be foryotten. 
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Now it's our 
turn in 1990 

By Anne Mulrine 

When I was a seventh grader, I remem
ber walking down the hall of the biggest 
high school in Virginia, and passing a 
senior who pointed at me and yelled, "Look 
how TINY they are this year!" Well, I've 
been waiting for five years to say the same 
thing to some underclassman, but I've 
never had the chance-mainly because I 
haven't grown much in five years. But the 
point of the story is not that seniors look 
down on underclassmen, it's why under
classman, in their own way, look up to 
seniors. And hopefully, they look up to 
seniors for reasons that go beyond height. 

Seniors, when I was a sophomore, were 
the people who always knew what they 
were doing. They knew how to throw a 
party and where to find one, how to most 
effectively stir up controversy, and the 
inside story on just about everything. Above 
all, they had confidence. That's how I 
could first tell that I was a senior-when I 
realized that didn't really care about what 
people thought of, say, the way I dressed. 
I don't feel like a "typical" senior, though, 
and I'm beginning to wonder if anyone 
ever does. "There's this other side to being 
a part of the graduating class. 
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The senior year is a series of contradictions-seniors are anx
ious to graduate, but not quite ready for a new life of responsi
bility, intellectually at their peak, but still naive, indecisive at a 
time when decisions are most important. So, on second thought, 
any frustrated, high-on- caffeine, sleep-deprived, stressed, ex-
hilirated, expert-paper-plane folder in their upper teens with an 
ability to get away with murder (a common symptom of the ever-
contagious disease known as senioritis) can be a senior. Very 
few people can fine-tune these qualities to the degree that 
seniors can. 

And this is why we deserve such respect and why we deserve to 
be treated differently. All of the graduation practice, the senior 
trip, and the intense senior bonding experiences are an inspira
tion to those who aren't quite sure if they can make it through 
another year. 

I brought home my senior packet yesterday. W hen I showed my 
mom my graduation announcements, she cried. I was about to 
try on my cap and gown, but my mom said that seeing the an
nouncements were enough for one day. Then she asked me if I 
was ready t o graduate. I said sure! a little scared, but mostly 
ready. 
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MOCK ELECTIONS 
The staff of the yearbook thought it would be fun to poll the senior 
class and find out who they thought fit the catagories listed below. 
These are the results and photographs of a few of our winners. 

Most Athletic Lamont Johnson and Megan Meyers 
Best Looking Todd Funkhouser and Jenniger Melhaff 
Most Spirited Mark Foster and Michelle Foster 
Most Likely to Succeed Dan Bartram and Lisa Knight 
Most Friendly Josh Wheeler and Erin Zauner 
Most Eccentric David Zuckerman and Paula Allen 
Most Likely to End Up in Jail Noel Narro-Garcia and Chrissy Davis 
Most Afflicted by Senioritis Every Senior in the 1990 Graduating Class 
Quietest John Ritchie and Toryah Cameron 
Class Clowns Todd Tolson and Michelle Padgett 
Mr. and Mrs ZHS Chris Alapatti and Tara Thomas 
Party Animals Miko Diaz and Beth Campisi 
Walking Hairdos Don Christie and Bri Fleming 
Fashion Victims Mike Traywick and Emma Green 

• 
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PROM 
"Masquerade" was the theme for the 

1990 junior-senior prom held at the Fas-
anerie on Saturday, June 2. 

Beginning at 9 o'clock and lasting 
until 3 a.m., music of the past and present 
blasted from speakers around the dance 
floor by disc jockey "the Godfather." Fruits, 
cakes and sandwiches were available 
throughout the night and a professional 
photographer was on hand to record the 
event. 

Around midnight the prom court was 
announced. Reigning as prom king and 
queen were Josh Wheeler and Katrina 
Tomlinson. The senior princesses were 
Nikki Lewis, Anna Mulrine, Tara Tho
mas and Kristy Ware. Senior princes 
were Rob Davis, Chris Taitingfong, Mike 
Trawick and John Woods. For the juniors, 
Colin Brainard and Jim James were princes; 
Andi Driggs and Kristy Finch were the 
princesses. 

Theclassof91 chose blackand silver 
to dominate the color scheme of prom. It 
showed up on tickets, key chains, masks 
and garter belts. Prom 1990 cost S25 for 
singles and S45 for couples. 
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1990 
Valedictory 

By Chris Campbell 
We have come together today to recognize ou r efforts in the 

past, before we part ways and start our new lives anew. 
A new decade is beginning. We, the class of 1990, stand at 

its threshold, ready to embark on the journey called life. We are 
prepared. We will shape our future with the tools of our past 
education. 

But our education cannot totally prepare us for these 
turbulent times. We stand here now, witnesses to a world defy
ing belief. The reunification of Germany, once thought to be 
divided forever, is hardening into fact. The Soviet Union, the 
reason why we are here today, is rapidly disintegrating. New 
heroes, like Vaclav Havel, the president of Czechoslovakia, 
have captured our minds and our hearts. Environmental prob
lems have emerged into the spotlight, forcing us into the dan
gers of pollution and the destruction of the world's trees. The 
new powers, Japan and a united Europe, will battle American 
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As President Abraham Lincoln might 
have said today, two score and five years 
ago, our grandfathers saved this conti
nent from a r eign of terror that threat
ened to destroy the world. They remained 
to guard Europe from further danger. 
One score years ago, Zweibruecken 
American High School opened, giving we 
who graduate today the opportunity to 
experience our education in a foreign land. 

But today, do you think even Presi
dent Lincoln could comprehend the fu
ture? Can anyone? Some people rely on 
tarot cards and astrology. Some try to 
interpret the past to see the future. There 
are no parallels between our situation 
today and any that have confronted the 
human race in the past. 

We will deal with the continuing tech
nological revolution. New horizons will 
be open to the creative minds of tomor
row. We will grapple with our polluted 
environment, fighting to save our world 
before we destroy it, and ourselves, through 
industrial thoughtlessness. We will assail 
the demons of bigotry and racism, re-
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specting the rights of our fellow humans. 
We will continue to build links between 
ourselves and others, binding the world 
closer together. We will continue our 
quest through space, striving to learn the 
mysteries of the stars. We may even have 
to survive with a world where America 
does not lead in every endeavor, where 
other countries may decide the path 
America might take. 

These new challenges await us, the 
class of 1990. We must accept each and 
every one of them with the same confi
dence with which we have met the chal
lenges of our past. We must think for 
ourselves. We must make those deci
sions, hard though they may be, that will 
shape our futures. 

We walk open-eyed and open-minded 
into a brave new world, a world filled with 
uncharted regions and pathless wilds, a 
world where our decisions may affect 
ourselves, our families, and perhaps the 
future course of our history. We must rely 
on our own j udgment, our own thoughts, 
and our own ideas. We must draw upon 
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the inner strength that holds us together. 
We must use every resource available to 
reach our chosen goal. 

Ten short years ago, most of us were 
in second grade, eating paste and caring 
little about our world. Ten short years in 
the future, we will be shaping that world 
for the twenty-first century. We are the 
leaders who will create the world of to
morrow. 

We have a sacred responsibility as 
Americans to hold aloft the torch of lib
erty and freedom. It must be held high, so 
that other peoples can take comfort in the 
warmth of its flame; so that the problems 
of the world can be brought to light and be 
seen for what they are. Not as evil shad
ows of unknown intention, but as mere 
problems that can be solved. 

We are the class of 1990, coming to 
fruition in a year of revolution. We are a 
class with a vision. A vision of what? A 
vision of a better world, where every prob
lem can be solved. A vision that has its 
roots in the individual's ability to shape 
his or her destiny. And a vision that takes 
advantage of everyone's talents to im
prove our lives. And wherever we go in in 
the future, we will recall our vision and 
draw sustenance from it. 

Our future will bring happiness and 
sadness, hope and anguish, joy and trag
edy. It will bring life, birth, and death. It 
will bring triumph, defeat, and medioc
rity. Some of us may fulfill or exceed the 
expectations laid upon us; some of us may 
not. Some of us will explore our physical 
world; some will explore the realm of 
ideas. 
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But whatever the future may bring, 
whatever we do to shape that future, we 
must remain true to our innermost prin
ciples; we must remain true to ourselves. 
The world has been passed down to us at 
the beginning of another new decade; we 
must use it wisely and well. We must 
remember that we are only the stewards 
of this earth, and have a responsibility to 
bring it safely into the next century so that 
our children and our children's children 
can enjoy it as we have and will. 

We are the 90s generation. We will 
shape this brave new world. We will ex
plore its uncharted regions; we will forge 
paths through the unknown wilds. We 
will face any new challenges that loom on 
the horizon. We will strive, and we will 
succeed. And we will leave our mark on 
the world. 
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A class of creativity, diversity, new ideas and motivation--the Seniorsof 1990 will 
always be remembered by those who have known them. With goals, ambitions and 
new horizons to strive for, the Senior class now moves on to attain thier dreams. 
Below is a partial listing of destinations of Seniors who are following their "Stairways 
to the Future." 

Tamika Barnes: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Dan Bartram: Pensacola Christian College 
John Bennett: George Mason College 
Nicole Bennyhoff: Augustana College 
Jennifer Biggs: Santa Clara University 
Katie Burke: East Tennessee State Universtiy 
Chris Brimhall: Lewis and Clark College 
Toryah Cameron: Radcliffe College 
Chris Campbell: Reed College 
Don Christie: Michigan State University 
Dana Dillon: University of Maryland, Munich 
Kathy Eaton: Michigan State University 
Siobahn Elgesem: St. Joseph/Es College, NY 
Pete Eperson: USAF, San Antonio, TX, Lackland AFB 
Todd Funkhouser: Florida State University 
Emma Green: The Hollies, Helena Ave., Margate, Kent, England 
Theresia Jones: University of Alabama, Huntsville 
Lisa Knight: Trinity University, San Antonio, TX 
Megan Meyer: Southern Illinois University 
Anna Mulrine: The Ammerican University, Annadale, VA 
Mike CbENeill: University of Illinois 
Chris Rabourn: University of Colorado at Boulder 
Denise Ridpath: University of South Dakota 
Todd Tolson: Hudson Valley Community College, NY 
Katrina Tomlinson: California Lutheran University 
Charlene Trethewey: University of South Florida 
Josh Wheeler: California State University 
April Wimberly: Florida Southern College 
Bette Yip: Ithaca College (London Campus) 
Teresa Ziegler: Southern Illinois University 
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Last Words 

Death, Greed & 
Great Boots 

By Paula Allen 

the number'80', is there? It's just a new decade, is all. Big, 
fat, hairy deal. 

So, what's the fear? 

w e faced a LOT in the Eighties, guys. Everything from 
AIDS to the Zulu Nation. Natural disasters killed inno
cent citizens, Ted Bundy killed women, Avarice killed 
Idealism, and Video killed the Radio Star. I guess that in 
a way, we're dead, too. Our childhoods are just about up. 
(As Stephen King, an Eighties kind of guy, once wrote, 
"Childhood is about learning to live; adulthood is about 
learning to die.") The Eighties were pretty darn heady; 
and if we call those years a period of serious "progres
sion", then how are we going to "progress" in the new 
decade? Scary deal, don't you think? the fear, then, 
might be that we all may have to face more of the same. 
Or maybe the fear sprouts from the fact that we all sub-
conciously know that we're responsible for what happens 
next in society. I don't know about you guys, but I'm not 
terribly sure yet about this "grown-up" thing. "Grown
up" means doing things immediately, doing them right, 
and doing them for the benefit of your children's lives and 
future world. When you look at life as we know it, and you 
think, "Well, they tried," it makes you think that you'd 
best not mess up. So maybe this is the Fear of Failure, 
lovingly instilled in us by Mom & Dad. 

Maybe it is Satan. 

Memories of my adolescence in the Eighties include: 
Morrissey, boots from London, skaters, the Breakfast 
Club, the computer explosion, Stephen King, dreams of 
being a street artist that sleeps well on park benches, 
dreams of being a psychologist. 

Projections of my future in the Nineties feature: 
uh...uh...either I'll, well, YOU KNOW, or uuhhhhh...that. 
Exactly! 

Things aren't terribly steady-looking, are they? 

A, the time of this writing, all my fellow Seniors (at last, 
at last!) are running about, completely stressed about 
whether they're going to make the college application 
filing deadlines or not. I can safely say, as a matter of fact, 
that all my fellow Seniors are pretty stressed even if 
they're not worried about the filing deadlines. Could it be 
that the Movers and the Shakers of this new decade are 
feeling APPREHENSION? An evil case of THE 
NERVES? Could it be SATAN?...well, perhaps that's a 
tad extreme, but everybody's pretty on-edge about this 
Nineties thing. 

What is it, though? There's nothing so foreboding 
about the number '90' than there was ten years ago about 

Paula Allen was voted the Most Eccentric by her senior class. She is 
also one of the editors of the Trojan Times and a fine writer. Best of 

luck in the futrue. 
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Auf Wiedersehen, 
Tschues and 

Bye Bye. 

Well , we're off on another summer vacation, lb everyone we'll 
miss and to those well share another year with, have a warm 
three months and a great life. 
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